POSITION

HM
Asst HM
Hareline
On-Sec
Members

Run:
858

NAME

EMAIL

CONTACT

Colin Sorias
colinsorias@yahoo.com
Allan Girod
Hash Cash Lorin Paton 622-5806
Salma Khan
salmakhan_10@hotmail.com
Marita Guevara
mcguevar@tstt.co.tt
Betty Agostini, Diane Henderson, Marguerite Aanensen, Joanne Esdale,
Jordan Scheer, Gerry Soogrim

Date:
15 Feb 2014

Site:
Chaguaramas

Hares:
Nico, Christian, Andre

305-1053
753-8843
685-3600

Scribe:
The other Lopez

This was supposed to be a hash full of surprises, but to
everyone’s amazement it was all talk…..
So after getting to the site and expecting to see what was
described as a carpeted shoreline, turned out to a 10x10
carpet to help you slide faster into the water and not
knowing what you going to hit… and dey say to keep yuh
shoes on too.
At least they were right about the plenty parking, but not a
tree in sight and people lookin for de usual sponsored water,
which if they know they wasn’t giving any, to tell the people
to walk with they own.
Anyway the run finally start and people wondering if we might be
swimming for part of de hash, but it was not to be, instead a very
dry with plenty sharp bush. Them hares set ah alright trail but like
one or two of them also left an “ohdear” that would stay for most of
the trail making you wonder if it wasn’t only a paper trail…
This being one of the shorter hashes but
is like these hares named themselves
the “x-men” “x” fuh so and long time
almost de whole pack ent get ketch with
ah “x” up the hill….
De bess part of de run was when we
reach de beer stop “a hasher’s wet
dream” with some heavy soca music and then to a short on in for de
lime to start…..and then time for de “down downs” with plenty
virgins, a few new shoes, but most of all some interesting candidates
for poofter, and they call de names and the peoples’ favorite was a
fella who like himself so much that he was taking selfies while on de
hash, well he really ask for it, and yuh know after he get poofter he
gone again with de selfies, dat boy really like himself bad.
ON ON.
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Virgins: Abigail,Rebecca, Chanel, Shelly Ann, Deanna, John, Antonio,Milagro, Jeremy, Valmati,
Ignacio,David,Ramiro, Matt, Kim.Neil, Chris, Alicia, Diedra, Leslie, Helen. Pablo, Isabel
New Shoes: Godfrey, Jessica, Simone,
Poofter: Hector: selfies on the hash trail

HM’s Halfpence
Well the hares really went out to put on the Carnival atmosphere. Kudos to them, though they
didn’t get the ‘one, big, bad, st*nk truck on de road’ they wanted. Had to settle for a Corolla!...
for the chip in after the beer stop at the On-In. A most original idea! Best part of the run! That
Corolla had 40-foot-truck-like-music and served as the hash speaker box for the rest of the
proceedings. Thanks to Richie and his buddy.
A huge good turnout for the run – most hashers anxious for some fresh territory in well-hashed
Chaguaramas. There were quite a few virgin hashers also. The hares gave their best effort, we
hope, with the terrain. Their virgin territory theory was debunked by the senior hashes before
the run set off. Most of us are still carrying the evidence of the dry, scratching & claw-like
vegetation.
The spacious run site and shoreline provided a lovely atmosphere after the run. The lime was
nice and the beer flowed. Food & beer sold out and there was ice-cream treats to follow. A very
good hash put on by the hares. Thanks to them!
Enviro-corner
It was good to see hashers responding to the committee’s call to be more aware of their trash
disposal. Still lots of room for improvement, but a good effort on behalf of everyone. Let’s make
this effort a sustainable one! …Remember Disassemble, Crush & Dispose
Hareline 2014
RUN# DATE
859
Mar 1
860
Mar 15
861
Mar 29

INFO/ HARES
Carnival Hash Run – Betty Agostini
Ronald McDonald
Mahashma/ The Unforgiven/ Papa Smurf

SITE
BG/Scotia Stand, Queen’s Park Oval
Somewhere in St. Joseph we think
Big Bus Ride Moruga hash

Directions to the next run: #860
Date: Sat Mar 15th 2014
Time: 3:30PM
Hared: ?
Site: ?
Directions: ?..We hope the hares, whoever they are, let us know soon…

Upcoming Events
Mar 29 – Big Bus Ride to Moruga Hash – limited space: make bookings with Asha (310-0085)
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